Insight into summer drought in southern Italy: palaeohydrological evolution of Lake Pergusa (Sicily) in the last 6700 years
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ABSTRACT: The Sicily region (central Mediterranean) is at high risk of drying and desertification caused by current warming and land management. The aim of this study is to place current climatic changes within the past trajectories and natural climatic variability of the Holocene. For this we re-examine a sediment core retrieved at Lake Pergusa covering the last ca. 6700 years. A multiproxy investigation, and in particular the oxygen isotope composition of lacustrine carbonate (δ18Oc), allowed us to reconstruct decadal- to centennial-scale hydrological changes. The wettest period occurred between ca. 6700 and 6000 cal a BP. The δ18Oc record indicates a new period of wetter conditions between ca. 3700 and 2400 cal a BP. In particular, a δ18Oc minimum between 2850 and 2450 cal a BP overlaps with the period of the ‘Great Solar Minimum’ and corresponds to a dramatic reduction of arboreal pollen (AP%) and to an increase in synanthropic pollen, marking the onset of Greek colonization in the region. The longest driest interval corresponds to the Medieval Climate Anomaly, whereas the highest δ18Oc values are recorded in the last 150 years. The trend of the last 3000 years suggests that, considering future climate projections, the area will experience unprecedented drying exacerbated by human impact.
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Introduction

Since 1980, the acceleration of climatic changes in the Mediterranean region has exacerbated environmental problems, resulting from the combination of changes in land use, increasing pollution and declining biodiversity (e.g. Cramer et al., 2018). Recent model simulations for the region show that as mean global temperature increases in the 21st century, precipitation will decrease at the rate of ca. 4% K−1 and temperatures will rise 20% more than the global average (Lionello and Scarascia, 2018, 2020). The reduction in precipitation will affect all seasons in the central and southern Mediterranean region with a projection of a maximum 20% reduction in the sectors of 7% K−1 in winter precipitation (Lionello and Scarascia, 2018, 2020). Along with human impact, reduced precipitation increases the risk of desertification in some sectors of the southern regions. Given the current negative trend in winter meteoric precipitation identified in southern Italy (e.g. Caloiero et al., 2018), Sicily is the Italian region that is most at risk of desertification, with ca. 70% of the region potentially exposed (e.g. Salvati and Bajocco, 2011). This situation represents a significant challenge for future environmental management. A correct and detailed understanding of the hydrological evolution of the region, within the more general context of long-term trajectories of environmental and climate evolution of the Mediterranean under current warming (e.g. Giorgi, 2006, 2008; Lionello and Scarascia, 2018, 2020), needs to be accompanied by a comparison with proxy data beyond the scope of the instrumental and historical records, for the identification of potential patterns and useful analogues. Moreover, data on past conditions can also help disentangle the effects of human impact and the role it has played in exacerbating or mitigating the effects of climate changes on the environment. In particular, the oxygen isotope composition of lacustrine carbonates (δ18Oc) is considered a powerful proxy to reconstruct hydrological changes in the Mediterranean region (Zanchetta et al., 1999, 2012; Roberts et al., 2008, 2010; Leng et al., 2010a, 2013; Dean et al., 2015; Zielhofer et al., 2017), especially in lakes with a simple hydrological balance (Roberts et al., 2008). However, different types of lacustrine carbonates may reflect different seasons of precipitation (Leng and Marshall, 2004). Considering the
prevailing influence of oxygen isotopic composition of lake water ($\delta^{18}O_c$) on $\delta^{18}O_v$ values in the Mediterranean. $\delta^{18}O_v$ can indicate the combined effect of lake water recharge season, the period of carbonate precipitation (Zielhofer et al., 2017) and the effect of evaporation (Roberts et al., 2008; Leng et al., 2010a, 2013). Authigenic (bio-induced) carbonates mostly precipitate during the warmer part of the year (late spring to summer, e.g. Leng and Marshall, 2004; Lacey et al., 2016) and their $\delta^{18}O_v$ values should record prevailing summer conditions (Leng and Marshall, 2004; Bini et al., 2019). Therefore, $\delta^{18}O_v$ in lacustrine records can contribute to reconstructing changes in the recharge seasons and the long- to short-term periods of drought in summer (Bini et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2008; Zielhofer et al., 2017).

Lake Pergusa, (central Sicily, southern Italy, Fig. 1A) is a particularly important protected area to study palaeoenvironmental and palaeoclimatic evolution. It is also a strategic site to interpret the history of vegetation and human impact at the scale of the central Mediterranean basin, as demonstrated by several multiproxy studies (Sadori and Narcisi, 2001; Zanchetta et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2008; Sadori et al., 2008, 2013, 2016). In this work, we return to this site to re-examine the lacustrine sedimentary succession and provide a new high-resolution multiproxy geochemical study of the previously investigated core PG2 (Fig. 1A; Sadori et al., 2013). The last ca. 2000 cal a BP of the isotopic record was presented in Sadori et al. (2016), but the full sequence provides an important and more complete insight into the palaeoecological and palaeoclimatic evolution of the site over the last ca. 6700 cal a BP. The information obtained from the site will support investigation of future trends and trajectories of local environmental changes.

Site description
Study area
Lake Pergusa is located in the centre of Sicily (37°30’50”N, 14°18’21”E, Fig. 1A), at 667 m a.s.l. and it occupies a sub-elliptical basin with a catchment area of ca. 7.5 km², which mostly comprises Middle to Late Pliocene calcarenitic and silty-clay marine deposits (Battaglia et al., 1991). The lake has an endorheic character with no significant inlets and outlets, so that the hydrological budget is mainly controlled by rainfall, evapotranspiration, and local groundwater flow (Battaglia et al., 1991; Grasso et al., 2003; Pallalardo et al., 2006). Lake Pergusa is cited in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, since it is linked to the Greek myth of Demeter-Persephone. Alongside its historical and natural interest, since the 1960s the lake has been subject to intense human pressure due to the progressive expansion of the city of Enna. The lake has also witnessed important well-water extraction and the construction of a racetrack around the perimeter of the lake, resulting in the size and depth of the lake being dramatically reduced, and leading to a substantial increase in water salinity (Battaglia et al., 1991; Grasso et al., 2003; Pallalardo et al., 2006). As a result of the natural and ecological value of the lake, in the last few decades specific policies of environmental protection have been promoted by the Regional Province of Enna (today ‘Libero Consorzio Comunale di Enna’), including the recognition of Pergusa as a Site of Communitarian Importance under the European ‘Habitat’ Directive (Termine, 2006), and the introduction of external water between 2002 and 2003 (Amore and Termine, 2005).

The endorheic character of the lake makes it very sensitive to seasonal and short-term alterations in rainfall, which produce many changes in terms of lake size and depth, as reported since the end of the 19th century (Sadori and Narcisi, 2001, and references therein).

Climate, hydrogeochemistry and stable isotope geochemistry
Precipitation was above the average for the period 1940–1960, as indicated by the cumulative monthly rainfall (CMR) values and by cumulative annual rainfall (CAR) (Fig. 1B). After this period, there was a progressive decrease in precipitation. A sporadic increase in rainfall occurred between 1995 and 2010. Mean CAR is about 750 mm. In those years, the area was characterized by maximum values of rainfall in November, December and January, with an average of about 100 mm for each month. Minimum values are recorded in the summer months of June, July and August with an average rainfall of about 20 mm in June and August, and 10 mm in July. The spring months are characterized by a progressive decrease in rainfall from March to May.

Over the last century, maximum values of temperature have been recorded in summer with mean temperatures of about 23°C and minimum values in January and February, with mean temperatures of about 5°C. We observed an increase in temperature from 1930 to 2010, as shown by the annual anomalies based on the 1951–1980 period (black line in Fig. 1D). The mean increase rate was 0.01°C a⁻¹. In more detail, the time series is characterized by periods with lower temperatures (such as 1955–1965 and 1980–1985) and periods with higher temperatures (such as 1935–1940, 1990–2000).

Chemical data from Lake Pergusa have been summarized by Battaglia et al. (1991). However, in 2005–2006 the Regional Province of Enna promoted environmental monitoring led by the Sicilia Ambiente S.p.A. The lake water temperature ranged from about 4 to 26°C (Amore and Termine, 2005, 2007). The results revealed that the temperature of waters at different depths was the same throughout the year, except for late spring or early autumn when the surface waters were warmer than at the bottom of the lake. In a vertical profile the pH changed from 7.28 to 8.86, with an average value of 7.92. The electrical conductivity measured in the period 2005–2006 showed an average value of 8.83 mS cm⁻¹, not far from the average of 14.5 mS cm⁻¹ recorded in 2003–2004, but much lower than the average of 87.5 mS cm⁻¹ recorded during 2001–2002 monitoring. The conductivity measured in bottom water presented an average of 8.8 mS cm⁻¹, similar to that of the surface waters. Dissolved oxygen saturation measured at the surface was 77.5% on average, with a minimum value of 19.4% in August 2006 and a maximum of 158.1% in April 2006. At the bottom, dissolved oxygen saturation is much lower, with an average of 44.8%. Further monitoring was performed for this study (see the Methods and Results sections). The lake water belongs to the sulphate–chloride–alkaline facies, while the groundwaters are sulphate–chloride–earth alkaline, denoting that the lake is also fed by the aquifer. In particular, chloride, sodium and sulphate contents are higher in lake water than in ground-water, owing to the evaporation of lake water (Amore and Termine, 2007). Indeed, the maximum monthly evaporation in the period 2002–2006 ranged from 1 to 61 mm, with the highest values recorded in summer.

The monthly isotopic composition of precipitation in Sicily shows a large variability (Liotta et al., 2013) typical of precipitation over the Mediterranean area, reflecting seasonal changes controlled by meteorological variables (e.g. moisture sources, air temperature, rainfall amount) as well as the
Figure 1. (A) Location map of Lake Pergusa. (B) Cumulative monthly (and annual) rainfall. (C) Rainfall boxplots. (D) Monthly temperature over time and annual anomalies (anomalies calculated using 1951–1980 as the reference period). (E) Temperature boxplots. Rainfall data were provided by Osservatorio delle Acque (Sicily Region, http://www.osservatorioacque.it/) for the period 1920–2003, Lago di Pergusa (Libero Consorzio Comunale di Enna, http://riserveenna.it; red bars) for the period 2002–2010, and World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/search) for the period 2001–2010. Temperature data were provided by Osservatorio delle Acque (Sicily Region, http://www.osservatorioacque.it/) for the period 1929–2010 and WMO and NOAA for the period 2001–2010. In the boxplots: the orange line represents the median, the green triangle the mean. The box represents the interval between the 25th and 75th percentiles. Where IQR is the interquartile range (Q3–Q1), the upper whisker will extend to the last datum (less than Q3 + 1.5*IQR). Similarly, the lower whisker will extend to the first datum greater than Q1 − 1.5*IQR. 1: Rio Martino cave; 2–3 Renella and Corchia Caves; 4 Lake Preola. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
separate biogenic remains (e.g. ostracods and shells) from the and at the IGG Paleoclimatology and Geoarchaeology of the University of Pisa oven at 50 °C for 48 h, and prepared at the Laboratory of CNR of Pisa. Samples for stable isotopes on the notation for replicate analyses of carbonate was removed for 48 h, then washed several times with deionized water to neutral pH, and dried again at 40 °C. The carbon isotope composition of bulk organic matter was obtained at the IGG-CNR of Pisa by producing CO₂ from combustion using a Carlo Erba 1108 elemental analyser, interfaced to a Finnigan Delta Plus Advantage via the Finnigan MAT Confo II interface, and calibrated using international standards IAEA-CH6 (δ¹³C = −10.43‰) and IAEA-CH7 (δ¹³C = −32.15‰); graphite within-run standard was measured to check the performance and possible drift deviations of the instrument. Mean analytical reproducibility of these samples was ≤ 0.1‰. In this paper we refer to the isotopic composition of these samples with the notation δ¹³C_\text{com}. Compared to the other proxies, δ¹³C_\text{com} was analysed at lower resolution (ca. 12 cm on average).

The concentrations of total carbon (TC) and of total nitrogen (TN) were measured with a Carlo Erba 1108 elemental analyser, and the measurements were calibrated against an Acetanilide standard (precision generally <0.3‰). TIC was determined by gasometry (with calibration to pure calcite), as described by Leone et al. (1988). Mean analytical precision is usually <5%. TOC was obtained from the difference between TC and TIC, and CaCO₃ content (%) was obtained assuming that all TIC derived from carbonate minerals.

The lake water was monitored monthly for stable isotopes and chloride ions from April 2010 to July 2011. The oxygen isotope composition of lake water was determined by the water—CO₂ equilibration method at 25 °C (Epstein and Mayeda, 1953) by using a Finnigan MAT 252 isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) at IGG-CNR in Pisa. For hydrogen isotope analysis, waters were reduced to H₂ using zinc and following the method of Coleman et al. (1982), and were analysed using a Europa Scientific GEO 20-20 IRMS. The water isotope data are reported with respect to V-SMOW and are indicated as δ²H_h2o.

Several samples of catchment rocks were collected in the field to compare their isotope composition with those of lacustrine sediments in order to detect possible contamination of the authigenic lacustrine carbonate fraction (Zanchetta et al., 2007). All the proxy data from core PG2 are reported as Supplementary Material in Table S1.

Results
All water samples from the lake have higher isotopic values compared to the annual mean from Sicily and most samples
departed from the LMWL and defined an evaporation line (EL) with a lower slope compared to that of the LMWL (Fig. 2). EL was computed by using reduced major axis (RMA) regression, which proved to be more suitable to fit the isotope data of natural water (Crawford et al., 2014; Marchina et al., 2020). The EL slope is commonly used to correct the evaporation effects on the collected samples by identifying the EL–LMWL intersection point, which provides the theoretical isotope composition estimates. However, the reliability of EL can be proven by comparing the theoretical isotopic value of source water with values for one or more hypothesized source basins. This assumption is seldom true in natural basins and it can produce systematic biases in EL slope and source water isotope changes in response to variations in the degree of evaporation. This assumption is fixed initial isotopic composition and only produces a higher sampling resolution in the last 3200 years compared to the lower section of the core. Figure 5 shows the lacustrine proxies obtained from the PG2 sediment.

- The carbonate (CaCO₃%) content ranges from ca. 5 to 60% (average 41.6 ± 11%). After a first short phase of lower values, CaCO₃ content rapidly increases at ca. 6000 cal a BP, showing a constant increase until 3000 cal a BP. The values rapidly decrease, showing an interval of relatively low values between ca. 3000 and 2400 cal a BP, then they rise again, oscillating at around 40% in the last 2000 years.
- C/N atomic ratio is on average 13.3 ± 2.5 ranging from ca. 4 to 18, and indicating mixed lacustrine (probably dominant) and terrestrial sources of organic matter; indeed, algae typically have atomic C/N ratios between 4 and 10, whereas vascular land plants have C/N ratios of >20 (e.g., Meyers, 1994, 2003). No particular trends (with the exception of some local spikes) are discernible in the record.
- The δ¹³Corg has an average value of −22.9 ± 2‰ and a range of ca. 8‰ (from ca. −17 to −25‰) where C/N vs. δ¹³Corg (Fig. 6) supports the notion of sedimentary organic matter of mixed origin (e.g., Meyers, 2003). However, similar to the C/N record, δ¹³Corg shows no evident trends.
- The mean TOC value is 6.4 ± 3% with a range of ca. 18% (from ca. 1 to 19%), TOC values are appreciably higher before ca. 2800 cal a BP (average values 8.8%), with the highest values until 5700 cal a BP, followed by a sharp drop

The age model indicates that the record represents the last ca. 6700 years (Fig. 3; Sadori et al., 2013) with a sample resolution ranging from ca. 30 to 130 a (average 64 ± 35 a), with higher resolution (<50 a) in the first ca. 3000 years. The sedimentation rate is ca. 0.05 cm a⁻¹ from 6700 to 3200 years, which increases to ca. 0.13 cm a⁻¹ in the younger section. This produces a higher sampling resolution in the last 3200 years compared to the lower section of the core.

Figure 5 shows the lacustrine proxies obtained from the PG2 sediment.
and gradual decrease until ca. 2800 cal a BP, when the values tend to remain constant at ca. 5%.

− The $\delta^{13}$C record has a mean value of $+2.1 \pm 1.0$‰ with a range of ca. 5‰ (from ca. +0.4 to +5.2‰). The record shows a progressive decrease in isotopic values, with several evident oscillations for example at 6300–6000, 2700–2550, 1000–900 and 400–0 cal a BP all characterized by lower $\delta^{13}$C values.

− The $\delta^{18}$O record shows mean values of $+1.3 \pm 1.0$‰, with a range of ca. 5‰ (from ca. +3.2 to vs 1.7‰). The lowest $\delta^{18}$O values are present in the first 200 years of the succession, and then increase rapidly at ca. 6000 cal a BP, with relatively higher values in the interval between 6000 and 3900 cal a BP. The relatively lower resolution of this interval makes it impossible to describe the decadal-to-centennial-scale shorter oscillations in further detail. A possible short interval of lower values is present at ca. 5400 cal a BP. Starting from 3500 cal a BP, the resolution allows the definition of intervals of higher/lower values in more detail. Clear intervals with lower $\delta^{18}$O are found at ca. 3200–2900 cal a BP. In particular, intervals of higher $\delta^{18}$O are present at 3100–2900, 1450–1250 and 500–200 cal a BP.

Figure 5. Proxy data from the Pergusa record obtained from the PG2 core. Arboreal pollen (AP) percentage after Sadori et al. (2013). As in the text, $\delta^{18}$Oc and $\delta^{13}$Cc indicate the isotopic composition of bulk carbonate fraction, and $\delta^{13}$Com is referred to the isotopic composition of total organic carbon (TOC). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
has been suggested that a strong correlation between C4 plants after Meyer (2003). The field for δ13C of the algae depends on the initial composition of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

In line with the mixed nature of the organic matter of the lake – as indicated by the C/N–δ13CCon relationship (Fig. 6)—there is no apparent correlation between δ13C and δ13CCon (Table 1): indeed, if organic matter and carbonate originate from the same pool of lacustrine dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), the δ13C and δ13CCon values should show a high degree of correlation (e.g. Zanchetta et al., 2018). There is no statistically significant correlation between δ13C and δ18Oc (Table 1). It has been suggested that a strong correlation between δ13C and δ18Oc indicates closed lake (endoreic) conditions (Talbot, 1990), which does not seem to be a generalized application, at least considering the Pergusa isotopic data. The CaCO3 and TOC records suggest that the last 3000 years have been characterized by lower lake primary productivity compared to the period between ca. 5800 and 3000 cal a BP (Fig. 5). However, in the first part of the record (from ca. 6500 to 5800 cal a BP) CaCO3 and TOC are in antiphase, with increasing TOC and decreasing CaCO3 content. This relationship may indicate an increase in organic matter preservation accompanied by a reduction in carbonate precipitation or by partial dissolution after precipitation. This might be related to a higher lake level producing a minor degree of oxygenation at the lake bottom increasing organic matter preservation, and to minor ‘saline’ water, less prone to precipitate carbonate.

Despite several important differences, in some intervals the CaCO3—the CaCO3 content can be considered a proxy for primary productivity related to dissolved CO2 consumption by algae during photosynthesis. This may induce carbonate precipitation (e.g. Leng and Marshall, 2004; Francke et al., 2016) and preservation if no subsequent carbonate dissolution occurs. Similarly, TOC content can indicate the extent of primary productivity even though organic matter can be susceptible to different degrees of recycling, for instance due to the biological activity in the water column and bottom redox conditions (Meyers and Ishiwatari, 1993; Meyers, 2003). This activity can be regulated by different factors including lake-level changes. Although CaCO3 and TOC do not show a significant correlation (Table 1), which may depend on the fact that TOC is partially contaminated by clastic terrestrial organic matter, they do present a very similar pattern of changes. The CaCO3 and TOC records show a large compositional range but their isotopic values overlap only marginally with those of the lacustrine carbonates, indicating that they have little influence on the final isotope composition of the lacustrine carbonate deposits. Indeed, in contrast to generally higher δ13C and δ18Oc values of the lacustrine carbonate, the marine calcarenitic samples have much lower isotopic values. In particular, the lowest δ13C and δ18Oc values of the calcarenitic layers indicate the presence of diagenetic cements of meteoric origin (e.g. Lohmann, 1988).

With no significant clastic carbonate contamination, CaCO3 content can be considered a proxy for primary productivity related to dissolved CO2 consumption by algae during photosynthesis. This may induce carbonate precipitation (e.g. Leng and Marshall, 2004; Francke et al., 2016) and preservation if no subsequent carbonate dissolution occurs. Similarly, TOC content can indicate the extent of primary productivity even though organic matter can be susceptible to different degrees of recycling, for instance due to the biological activity in the water column and bottom redox conditions (Meyers and Ishiwatari, 1993; Meyers, 2003). This activity can be regulated by different factors including lake-level changes. Although CaCO3 and TOC do not show a significant correlation (Table 1), which may depend on the fact that TOC is partially contaminated by clastic terrestrial organic matter, they do present a very similar pattern of changes. The CaCO3 and TOC records suggest that the last 3000 years have been characterized by lower lake primary productivity compared to the period between ca. 5800 and 3000 cal a BP (Fig. 5). However, in the first part of the record (from ca. 6500 to 5800 cal a BP) CaCO3 and TOC are in antiphase, with increasing TOC and decreasing CaCO3 content. This relationship may indicate an increase in organic matter preservation accompanied by a reduction in carbonate precipitation or by partial dissolution after precipitation. This might be related to a higher lake level producing a minor degree of oxygenation at the lake bottom increasing organic matter preservation, and to minor ‘saline’ water, less prone to precipitate carbonate.

Despite several important differences, in some intervals the CaCO3—and then the TOC—record resembles the δ13C record (Fig. 5), which typically reflect the carbon isotope composition of the DIC (δ13CDIC, Leng and Marshall, 2004). In turn, the δ13CDIC is influenced by several processes such as equilibrium with atmospheric CO2, photosynthetic activity
within the lake, outgassing, recycling of organic matter (including methanogenesis) and isotopic composition of inflowing CO2 (e.g. Hollander and McKenzie, 1991; Leng and Marshall, 2004; Gu et al., 2004; Zanchetta et al., 2018). High δ13C, like most of the values in the Pergusa record (Fig. 8), is promoted by high equilibration with atmospheric CO2, strong evaporation (which favours outgassing of isotopically light 12CO2), and high removal rate of 12CO2 by photosynthetic activity, low recycling and high organic matter burial (e.g. Talbot, 1990; Meyers, 2003; Zanchetta et al., 2007). For instance, Gu et al. (2004) found anomalously high δ13CO2 in the shallow Lake Apopka by combining effects of low terrestrial CO2 inflow, high sedimentation, intensive methanogenesis followed by ebullition, and high primary activity. Therefore, the generally higher TOC and CaCO3 content between ca. 3000 and 5000 cal aBP roughly matches higher δ13Cc values, consistent with higher productivity, higher burial and/or lower recycling of organic matter. In contrast, lower δ13Cc values during the late part of the Holocene are consistent with lower CaCO3 content and lower TOC accumulation. A particularly evident phase of lower δ13Cc values associated with a decrease in CaCO3 is centred at ca. 2600 cal aBP, with also a less evident decrease in TOC. A more complex situation is present in the first part of the record where—along with the highest TOC values—there are lower CaCO3 but variable δ13Cc values, with an interval of lower values between ca. 6300 and 6000 cal aBP (Fig. 5). This combination of values in the lower part of the record can indicate a higher lake level and higher freshwater input from the catchment. Higher freshwater input from the catchment can imply greater leaching of low δ13C, soil CO2, compensating for the effect of increasing preservation of the organic matter within the lake (Whittington et al., 2015; Zanchetta et al., 2018). This interval is generally characterized by higher arboreal pollen percentage (AP%, Sadori et al., 2013; Fig. 5), indicating greater tree-cover in the catchment, which suggests enhanced soil development and landscape stability in a warmer and wetter climate (Sadori and Narcisi, 2001; Sadori et al., 2013) supporting the proposed interpretation.

The AP% curve shows a tripartition of the Holocene (as for the CaCO3 and TOC records, even if not perfectly coincident from a chronological point of view), which may suggest that vegetation cover influencing soil activity, in the sense of weathering and hydrology (e.g. Kelly et al., 1998), controls the delivery of nutrient and dissolved ions to the lacustrine system at the millennial scale. In recent millennia, part of the change in the arboreal cover in this area has been driven by anthropogenic forest clearance and land-use changes (Sadori and Narcisi, 2001; Sadori et al., 2013, 2016), and this may have had an indirect effect on the lake chemistry regulated by weathering processes (e.g. Bayon et al., 2012) and nutrient delivery. According to this interpretation, we would expect the progressive reduction in the AP% to have produced a decrease in soil CO2 production and a reduction of the flush of leached soil CO2 (reducing the supply of low δ13C carbon to the lake; e.g. Cerling and Quade, 1993; Meyers, 2003; Zanchetta et al., 2018). This should have progressively promoted an increase in δ13Cc values, inconsistent with the observed long-term trend of δ13Cc (Fig. 5). However, a progressive long-term increase in organic matter recycling, for instance, might have generated the general decreasing trend evident in δ13Cc values, compensating for the reduction of soil CO2 supply.

**Palaeohydrological reconstruction**

δ18O mostly depends on water temperature, δ18O of lake water and eventual kinetic isotopic effects, which may result from the rate of mineral precipitation (Teranes et al., 1999; Ito, 2001). However, in most of the Mediterranean region, the dominant factor driving δ18O is believed to be the change in δ18O controlled by the hydrological balance of the lake (e.g. Zanchetta et al., 1999, 2007; Roberts et al., 2008). This may be accompanied by changes in the isotopic composition of rainfall related to the ‘amount effect’ (Bard et al., 2002; Zanchetta et al., 2007) and/or to different origins of precipitation (e.g. Bard et al., 2002; Celle-Jeanton et al., 2001). Interestingly, Natali et al. (2021) reported a significant and very strong negative correlation (r = −0.90) between monthly mean rainfall amount and δ18O of monthly collected rainfall (−4.4% per 100 mm month−1) in the period 1976–1978 and 2004 at the Palermo rainfall station, one of the longest isotopic time series in precipitation of southern Italy (IAEA/WMO, 2020). The correlation was slightly lower (r = −0.63) when raw monthly data were used (−2.5% per 100 mm month−1). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a decrease in precipitation produces a general increase in the δ18O of recharge water. The δ18O of Lake Pergusa is strongly affected by summer–autumn evaporation (Fig. 2), which corresponds to the period of bio-induced carbonate precipitation, and therefore δ18O seems to reflect the effects of summer conditions, even if repeated evaporation and winter recharge (specifically the ‘amount effect’, Bard et al., 2002) can modulate the signal on a longer temporal scale. However, the absence of an important inlet from a large catchment is likely to attenuate the importance of the isotopic signal of the yearly recharge season. Therefore, a higher δ18O can be considered as the result of a succession of particularly drier summers probably coupled with lower winter recharge, whereas lower values might indicate generally wetter conditions.

To better highlight the long-term trend and the centennial-scale fluctuation, the δ18O record was transformed into z-scores (Fig. 8); that is, the record mean was subtracted from each proxy value, and the difference was divided by the record’s standard deviation.

Considering the intervals where the z-score exceeds ±1σ of the mean and excluding single values, the first ca. 500 years of the record (until ca. 6000 cal aBP) represent the wettest period and probably the wettest summers and this is in agreement with previously published low-resolution data reported by Zanchetta et al. (2007) and Roberts et al. (2008). These data indicate that the Early and part of the Middle Holocene were characterized by lower δ18O values, indicating wetter conditions, as also reported in other areas of the Mediterranean (e.g. Roberts et al., 2008). This scenario is consistent with the higher lake level for this period inferred from other proxies and it corresponds to the period of higher AP%, as discussed in the previous section. Higher lake levels during the Early to Middle Holocene are also reported for Lake Preola in western Sicily (Magny et al., 2011; Fig. 8). Even if the δ18O may follow centennial-scale lake-level oscillations in simple hydrological systems (e.g. Baneschi et al., 2020), the δ18O evolution of Lake Pergusa does not follow the Preola lake level trends (Fig. 8), indicating that the response of δ18O and lake level changes are unique to individual lake systems and cannot be exported at a regional level.

The interval between ca. 6000 and 3700 cal aBP is generally drier compared to the beginning of the record, but with some shorter oscillations. The low resolution of this interval prevents good definition of a single interval but, with the exception of some single values, no intervals significantly exceed ±1σ of the average value. There is an interval of higher δ18O between ca. 4500 and 3800 cal aBP, although it is not very prominent. This interval may possibly represent the hydrological complexity connected to the ‘4.2 event’ (Weiss, 2016) that seems to exist...
in the Mediterranean (e.g. Magny et al., 2009; Zanchetta et al., 2012, 2016; Isola et al., 2019; Bini et al., 2019). However, this is not a very prominent drier interval, which may suggest that in the Pergusa record the ‘4.2 event’ is not marked by a prominent period of dry summers. This would support the hypothesis, put forward by Bini et al. (2019), of possible cooler and wetter summers during this interval in a part of the Mediterranean, perhaps associated with drier winters. Wetter conditions were generally present between 3700 and 2900 cal a BP (1750–950 BC), with the most prominent interval from ca. 3200 to 2900 cal a BP (1250–950 BC). At ca. 2800 cal a BP (850 BC) there is a short period of drier conditions, followed by a new phase of wetter conditions between 2850 and 2450 cal a BP (ca. 900–500 BC), even if still below ±1σ. The interval between 2400 and 1500 cal a BP (ca. 350 BC to 500 AD) shows alternating but generally drier conditions compared to the previous intervals, despite a relatively wetter interval centred at 1700 cal a BP (ca. 250 AD). However, all these changes are within the ±1σ of the long-term average. A wetter interval is recorded between 1450 and 1250 cal a BP (ca. 500–700 AD). Drier conditions seem to return after ca. 1250 cal a BP (700 AD), with a wetter spike at ca. 900 cal a BP (ca. 1050 AD). However, the most prominent and longest dry interval—at least of the last 3000 years—is present from ca. 850 to 550 cal a BP (ca. 1050–1550 AD). This event is followed by a ca. 300-year wetter interval (from ca. 550 to 180 cal a BP–1800–1550 AD). Despite some oscillations, from 180 cal a BP, the δ18Oc values (ca. 1800 AD) increase again and are the highest of the record, suggesting a phase of unusually high evaporation of the lake waters for the last 3000 years (Figs. 8 and 9).

Insight into the last three millennia: human impact and relationship with North Atlantic conditions

The wet interval recorded between 2850 and 2450 cal a BP (900–500 BC) includes the period of the ‘Great Solar Minimum’ (Fig. 9; also known as the Homeric climatic Oscillation, or Homeric minimum; Van Geel et al., 1996, 1999). This interval corresponds to a high cosmogenic radionuclide production rate in the atmosphere, related to a weaker shielding against galactic cosmic ray fluxes, producing a steep increase in 14C in the atmosphere (e.g. Reimer et al., 2009) and a rise in radionuclide 10Be flux (Vonmoos et al., 2006) between ca. 2750 and 2550 cal a BP (800–600 BC). This phase of low solar activity seems to have triggered a climatic change, likely to have been global in extent (e.g. Van Geel et al., 1996; Martin-Puertas et al., 2012), even if this is not as obvious in many archives and could be part of a longer interval of climatic anomaly (e.g. Mayewski et al., 2004). At Lake Pergusa, the climatic expression of the period encompassing the ‘Great Solar Minimum’ (2850–2450 cal a BP) is a relatively wet interval, as indicated by the δ18Oc record (Figs 5 and 9). This interval can be recognized in CaCO3 content, δ13C, and TOC, and it is accompanied by a pronounced reduction in AP%, which never completely recovers after this interval.
The reduction in AP%, in the absence of human impact, indicates drier instead of wetter conditions, because the main limiting factor for Mediterranean trees is aridity. Many Greek colonies were founded in Sicily in this period, when there was an unquestionable human impact on vegetation, as already observed by Sadori and Narcisi (2001). The human impact is clearly indicated by the peak in synanthropic pollen (from cultivated plants and weeds/ruderals favoured by human land use) occurring soon before 2500 cal aBP (550 BC; Fig. 9; Sadori et al., 2013). According to the review by Finné et al. (2019), at ca. 2900 cal a BP (ca. 950 BC; the time interval considered by Finné et al., 2019, is 200 years) wetter conditions seem to have prevailed in southern Italy and in part of the Balkans, but drier conditions were present in the Eastern Mediterranean and in Greece. The unfavourable hydroclimate conditions of Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean and the wetter conditions of Southern Italy (at least in Sicily, also considering the general water deficit of the southern Mediterranean) might have favoured the flourishing of the Greek colony in southern Italy.

However, the Pergusa proxy time series indicates a short period of drier conditions between ca. 2900 and 2800 cal a BP (950–850 BP). Therefore, any climate influence on the settlement of the Greek colony in Southern Italy would need to be confirmed by archives containing higher resolution and more robust chronological data. The coincidence of forest opening (decrease in AP%) when humidity is rising (lower $\delta^{18}O_c$) does, however, indicate the presence of a concatenated event.

Following the Late Holocene wet interval, the ‘Roman Period’ is considered to be characterized by a generally ‘benign’ climate (the so-called Roman Climatic Optimum lasting between ca. 200 BC and 450 AD, i.e. ca. 2150–1500 cal a BP, e.g. according to Harper, 2017). Surprisingly, the interval between ca. 380 BC and 450 AD (ca. 2330–1500 cal a BP), which has basically marginally higher $\delta^{18}O_c$ compared to the wet interval, does not stand out as a particularly prominent phase of dry conditions of the record (Fig. 9). The interval is set against a trend of increasingly drier conditions, which lasted from ca. 70 BC to 15 AD and subsequently trend towards wetter conditions with lower $\delta^{18}O_c$ in the interval ca. 150–170 AD. We cannot be certain that there is sufficient chronological resolution to fully interpret changes in this interval, but the drier phase occurring at ca. 70 BC to 15 AD followed by a decrease in $\delta^{18}O_c$ resemble the dry–wet phases identified in some speleothem $\delta^{18}O$ records from Corchia, Renella and Rio Martino caves in Central and Northern Italy respectively (Fig. 9; Regattieri et al., 2014; Zanchetta et al., 2016). The wetter interval identified in the speleothem records is associated with an increase in the flood events of the Tiber River, based on historical chronicles (e.g. Aldrete, 2007) and on an increase in floods in northern Tuscany as inferred from archaeological evidence from northern Tuscany (Bini et al., 2020).

A more evident, ca. 250-year wet interval is recognized between ca. 450 and 700 AD (1500–1250 cal a BP), during the late antique–Byzantine times when wetter conditions allowed a period of intense agricultural use of the Sicilian landscape.
(Sadori et al., 2016). This period coincides with data from a speleothem δ¹⁸O record from the Apuan Alps in Northern Tuscany, which show a prominent wetter interval during the 6th century AD (Fig. 9; Zanchetta et al., 2021) and is again associated with increasing flood events evidenced from historical sources also in northern Italy (Zanchetta et al., 2021, and references therein). It has been suggested that generally wetter conditions during this period were recognizable in most of the eastern Mediterranean area (e.g. Izedebski et al., 2016). According to Zanchetta et al. (2021) this would correspond to major advection of vapour masses from the Atlantic, and to increasing cyclogenesis over the Mediterranean related to an increase of advection of vapour from Westerlies during winter. This is in agreement with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) negative mode (Fig. 8), as suggested for instance by the NAO reconstruction proposed by Olsen et al. (2012).

δ¹⁸O indicates that drier conditions progressively prevailed after 700 AD (1250 cal a BP), but they are particularly prominent between ca. 1050 and 1450 AD (900–500 cal a BP). This probably represents the regional expression of the Medieval Climatic Anomaly (MCA; Fig. 9; MCA, e.g. Bradley et al., 2003) and this interval, as already highlighted, represents the longest and most prominent arid interval of the last 6700 years of the Pergusa record. This period is consistent with the persistent positive NAO status (Trouet et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2015; Fig. 8), which produces a reduction in winter precipitation and generally drier conditions in the western Mediterranean owing to less advection of storms from the Atlantic. According to Roberts et al. (2012), a prominent antiphase between a drier Iberian Peninsula and a wetter Turkey, Greece and Levant is present during this period. Lake Pergusa documents an extension of the influence of drier conditions within the central Mediterranean, as an effect of the positive mode of the NAO (see also Lüning et al., 2019). The wetter interval between ca. 1500 and 1800 AD (450–150 cal a BP) corresponds to the Little Ice Age (LIA; e.g. Mann, 2002). It has been proposed that the western Mediterranean experienced more frequent negative NAO index states during parts of the LIA (e.g. Luterbacher et al., 2006), and Roberts et al. (2012) found a significant antiphase between Mediterranean regions as during the MCA. Figure 8 shows the Pergusa δ¹⁸Oc and NAO index (Olsen et al., 2012). Considering the associated errors in both age models, some important agreement can be observed. In particular, the most prominent correlation is between the mentioned LIA and MCA, but there is also a good correlation for the interval between ca. 2800 and 2400 cal a BP (ca. 800–450 cal) and during the 6th century AD. Therefore, the agreement of the δ¹⁸Oc record with reconstructed NAO index reveals the importance of winter recharge to Lake Pergusa, in addition to the prolonged conditions of summer drought promoting water evaporation.

Long-term hydrological change and fate of Lake Pergusa

In the last 3500 years, across the wetter and drier intervals, there is a clear trend of progressive increase in δ¹⁸Oc values, which suggests a multimillennial trend (Fig. 9). During the Middle–Late Holocene, summer insolation at this latitude has declined and winter insolation has increased progressively (Fig. 8; Berger and Loutre 1991), possibly impacting winter precipitation and lake recharge. An overall decrease in forest cover (lower AP%, Fig. 5) over the same interval would have also produced (especially if promoted by human clearance, as indicated by synanthropic pollen in the last 3000 years, Fig. 9) the so-called catchment effect, where the increasing evaporation of soil water due to land clearance and runoff produced a long-term increase in δ¹⁸Oc. This is expressed by the pollen concentration record, which shows clear evidence of a progressive long-term trend of reduction in the arboreal cover (Sadori and Narcisi, 2001; Sadori et al., 2013). The progressive increase in δ¹⁸Oc was probably accompanied by greater evaporation of lake water with an increase in water salinity (e.g. Fig. 3) due to a combination of long-term natural process (tendency towards progressively reduced recharge and increased evaporation), exacerbated by human activities such as intense land use, evident in the recent past with the substantial increase in lake salinity that occurred in 1988 (Battaglia et al., 1991). This may also explain why, for instance, the interval covering the ‘Homerica minimum’ was not particularly prominent (<1% change in δ¹⁸Oc), with the δ¹⁸O signal possibly masked by the unprecedented human impact in the catchment, with a reduction in the arboreal cover and expansion of synanthropic taxa. Considering the evidence of increasing δ¹⁸O values over time and the fact that the highest δ¹⁸Oc values have occurred in the last 150 years, we can speculate that the current evidence of a strong increase in salinity and evaporation (Battaglia et al., 1991) is in line with this long-term trend related to climate and human impact. Considering the observed δ¹⁸Oc trend in the Lake Pergusa record, and combined with modelling data, future climate change in the region would probably act to exacerbate the shift to drier conditions (e.g. Giorgi, 2006; Lionello and Scarascia, 2018, 2020) producing an environmental scenario with no precedent in the Holocene history of the lake. It is therefore imperative that local land use management is strategic to support lake hydrology and counter the desiccation of the lake.

However, the correlation of the ‘Homerica minimum’ with a period of lower δ¹⁸Oc may suggest a more complex fate in the coming decades. It is believed that large changes in solar ultraviolet radiation can indirectly affect climate by inducing atmospheric changes (Van Geel et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2010; Soon et al., 2014). Specifically, it is believed that some centennial-scale climate variability during the Holocene epoch was controlled by variability in the Sun’s activity (e.g. Magny, 1993; Van Geel et al., 1999). In particular, a ‘great solar minimum’ is expected in the near future (2020–2053; e.g. Zharkova 2020). Any reduction in global mean near-surface temperature due to a future decline in solar activity is likely to be a small fraction of projected anthropogenic warming. However, models respond to the solar minimum with patterns in surface pressure and temperature that resemble those of the negative phase of the NAO or Arctic Oscillation (Ineson et al., 2011, 2015). Therefore, set against a trend towards drier conditions, we cannot rule out that the next few decades may experience negative NAO-like modes, with wetter local conditions, moderating the general transition towards drier conditions. However, this would not counteract the long-term trend predicted by the climate models and supported by our results.

Conclusions

The decadal- to centennial-scale palaeolimnological and palaeohydrological reconstruction for Lake Pergusa covering the last 6700 cal a BP indicates the wettest conditions and the highest lake level (even if with possible oscillations) during the first ca. 500–600 years of the record, which is in agreement with previous reconstructions across regional records and obtained in the same lake but at lower resolution (e.g. Sadori and Narcisi, 2001; Zanchetta et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2008). Progressively drier conditions, in alternation with wetter phases, have developed over the last 6000 years, with a
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generally marked trend of drying evident in the last 3000 years. This trend is specifically highlighted by the $\delta^{18}O$ record, interpreted here to be mostly driven by summer conditions (as indicated by stable isotope monitoring of contemporary lake water), with a minor control from winter recharge, which may have been affected by the ‘amount effect’ isotopic signal (Natali et al., 2021).

The $\delta^{18}O$ record indicates a generally long period of wetter conditions between ca. 3700 and 2400 cal a BP (1750–450 bc), with a shorter interval of drier conditions (e.g. ca. 2900 cal a BP – ca. 950 bc). The wetter interval recorded between 2850 and 2450 cal a BP (900–500 bc) by the $\delta^{18}O$ record closely overlaps with the period of the ‘Great Solar Minimum’, which is believed to have produced the so-called Homeric climatic Oscillation (e.g. Van Geel et al., 1996). It corresponds to a dramatic reduction of AP% and increase in synanthropic pollen (Fig. 9), marking the onset of the large-scale Greek colonization of the region. Since then, the pollen record indicates a strong human impact on the environment, and we suggest that this has had a long-term impact also on the hydrological balance of the lake, possibly explaining part of the long-term trends of $\delta^{18}O$ in the last 3000 years. Other minor wetter intervals are present at ca. 150 AD, 500–700 AD and during the LIA (ca. 1500–1800 AD in the Pergusa chronology). The longest and driest interval of the record is during the MCA (between ca. 1050 and 1450 AD in the Pergusa chronology), whereas the highest $\delta^{18}O$, values are recorded in the last 150 years after the LIA $\delta^{18}O$ minimum. This indicates unusually high lake water evaporation in the context of a progressive decrease in precipitation and increase in human impact, moving the lake towards terminal conditions and at a risk of completely drying up, assuming no restoration and protective measures are implemented. The general trend of the last 3000 years suggests that the future climate of the region will experience unprecedented drying, owing to current warming and decreased precipitation. However, the wetter conditions during the Homeric minimum and the LIA, and entry into the ‘great solar minimum’ in the next few decades (2020–2053; e.g. Zharkova 2020), may suggest that the expected progressive drying caused by current warming may be attenuated over the next few decades, at least at a regional scale, which is of concern. Therefore, it is important not to treat short-term reversals of the long-term drying trend with complacency as action is needed to prevent the hydrological deterioration of Lake Pergusa.
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